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As a leading STEM learning company offering interactive robotics and STEM
education kits, Sphero teaches young students to code at home and in virtual
classrooms. EPAM’s Digital Learning Services team was engaged to both
troubleshoot and enhance Sphero’s education platform: Sphero Edu. EPAM’s
EdTech expertise allowed us to quickly dive in and update the platform with
new functionality and a vastly improved user experience.

CHALLENGE: REIMAGINING THE SPHERO EDU PL ATFORM
In the Sphero Edu app, kids learn how to code by creating programs for their Sphero programmable robot. The
platform is used by teachers to give assignments, monitor progress and structure the learning experience. Students
engaged in homeschooling can also sign up for individual accounts.
Sphero did not have an internal team to maintain its large-scale platform, so EPAM was brought in to not only
support the platform but also to add new features that end users wanted. The codebase was massive and complex,
but EPAM engineers quickly moved to support the system in production, while attracting new educators and
learners with more user-friendly features.

“ W i t h o u t an i nte rnal te am to maintain a large and complicated code base,
I w a s w orri e d t hat we w oul d not be able to maintain Sphero Edu. EPAM qu i c kl y
d e m o n st rate d t hey coul d not only suppor t Sphero Edu, but also enhance it .”
/ / B r i a n Ke llne r, VP, S oftware
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SOLUTION: EPAM’S AGILE APPROACH TO PL ATFORM ENRICHMENT
EPAM launched the project with a discovery phase, where the team conducted analysis, scoping and a solution
design. As a result of a series of workshops and close collaboration with numerous stakeholders, EPAM and Sphero
constructed a shared vision for the current and future state of the platform.
EPAM’s engineering team used those insights to provide a proposal for the implementation phase, which included
solution architecture, work break-down structure (WBS), estimates and a roadmap. Then the team employed an
agile development approach to complete the project following the SCRUM process.
The goal was to tailor the platform to Sphero’s vision and make it truly easy to use both in class and at home.
CL A S S M A N AG E ME N T F E AT U RE S

EPAM developed new sophisticated features for class management and content management. These features are
intended to solve two problems: the complicated registration process and lack of usability. Teachers frequently
missed out on class management functionality because it was too difficult to use. EPAM redesigned the platform:
•
•
•
•

t o
t o
t o
t o

better organize work in the virtual classroom
ensure that students focus directly on the intended content without distractions
check and control student work assignments
allow students to access the classroom without complicated signins*

*Due to legal requirements, all students under a certain age in the United States and Europe must provide parental consent to access the content
and to reveal personal data.

The new features allow teachers to create secure virtual classrooms, where students only have access to the
content that was selected by the teacher. Access to the class is provided through a six-character code without
requesting students’ personal data. Enhanced functionality also improves the user experience for the teacher to
monitor and check student work.
PRO G RES S RE P O R T T O O L F O R T E AC HERS

This feature allows teachers to get a PDF report about their students’ progress by defining required metrics.
The report meets requirements for documenting learning objectives relative to specific standards. There is also
an option for monthly automatic report generation that is sent to the teacher’s email.
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N O T IFICAT IO N F E AT U RE

This feature provides a mechanism to notify the users of the platform about new releases or other significant
changes. Users can see previous and new messages upon login and mark them as viewed. All messages are split
according to user types.

“ W h e n we re l e ase d t he new fu nctionality, teachers and students were thr il l ed
w i t h t h e i m prov e m e nt .”
/ / M i c h e l le A caley, S r. Dire c tor, Prod uct a nd Co nten t
PERFO RM A N C E A N D S TA BI L I T Y

In addition to the development of new features, EPAM’s team improved platform performance and stability.
The team fixed bugs that were impeding or complicating platform operation for users, moderators and other
development teams. We improved platform stability by uncovering the pain points in the outdated platform.
Finally, in addition to platform maintenance and improvements, EPAM designed a strategy for potential migration
to a next-generation learning platform.
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R E S U LT S : I M P R O V I N G T H E L E A R N I N G E X P E R I E N C E O N T H E
SPHERO EDU PL ATFORM
EPAM carefully selected a hybrid team that possessed unmatched skill-sets and deep EdTech knowledge to modify
this complex platform. Sphero was provided with analysts, developers, DevOps specialists, quality engineers, and
a delivery manager to complete the project. As a result, we quickly and successfully stabilized and optimized the
Sphero Edu platform and enriched it with new functionality.
Usage increase within just three months suggests that users are finding value more easily with the new,
enriched functionality:

39%

21%

increase in creating classes
with multiple students

increase in adding
assignments to classes

“ T h e te am t rul y has be e n gre at . Changes that we expected to take months
w e re d o ne i n we e ks or somet i mes days.”
/ / M i ca h D aby, Produc t Manage r

ABOUT SPHERO
Sphero inspires the creators of tomorrow through remarkably cool, programmable robots, littleBits electronic
building blocks, and educational tools that transform the way kids learn and create through coding, science, music,
and the arts. Sphero goes #BeyondCode and drives kids to turn their imagination into reality. The skills students
unlock through play-based learning prepare them to thrive, no matter what subject or career they pursue. Based
in Boulder, CO, Sphero, with its family of products including littleBits, has become the #1 STEAM-based learning
solutions company, loved by millions of parents, kids and educators worldwide. Learn more at sphero.com.

ABOUT EPAM SYSTEMS
Since 1993, EPAM Systems, Inc. (NYSE: EPAM) has leveraged its software engineering expertise to become a
leading global product development, digital platform engineering, and top digital and product design agency. As
the preferred vendor of the top five educational content and technology providers worldwide, EPAM has developed
numerous learning accelerators and frameworks to help educational companies reduce time-to-market for digital
solutions. Learn more at http://www.epam.com/ and follow us on Twitter @EPAMSYSTEMS and LinkedIn.

PA R TN ER WITH U S TO UN LOC K THE POW E R OF E D UC ATION TEC HNOLOGY
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